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he September ,terrorist attacks on New York City's'Worid Trade .Center ,buildings
profoundly affected evetjon.e. "The images of smoke billowing from th:e ~'twin towers;
people plummeting h:y.ndreds '6f feet to their ,dea:ths; and then ihecoHapseot rh~
skyscrapers JheITlseL'V~s,' are "gl:uesome,and l.mforgettable. The coordinated terrorist
plot, withhij~6kedpla:nesalso:crashing into the Pent~goJi and in Pel),nsylvania,
'
" claimed thousands oflives ,even as the attacks steeled the world's resolve to·fight ihternac , '
donal terrorism. 'As \'ve mourn the loss of life, one question that will remain unanswered
,for some time is the extentt:o which the' tei:rorista.ttacks,will affect Amerl~a's dO.QJ.e~tic
, 'anti-death penalty movement,: which:appeared to. be gaining strength in the months
before'thatfateful day. , ' ','
'" ,, '
• 'In the aftermath of the hijack0gsand themailing'ofdeadly letterscontainiriganrhrax
' spores, the 1\inerican people face a .host6f ne\v challenges. Ho'v. d6we defend ourselves
" against future terrorist ,attackswhileptotecting the cC)llstitutionalrights of Aiab .
, Americ'ans? ,How do we bringOsamabirr Laden and'terroi-ist.~iri a1 Qieda to.justice;
, ye~ notkill hundreds of innocent'Afghan'civiliansin 'the pr()cess? And how should we
, administer justice to those wh() killed, harbored terrorists, or facilitated tIle terrorist ,
att<.lcks 'who are not themselves killed the mIlitary campaign in :Afghariistan? Openly
or in se~ret? The answers to the$e ql.lestions are nat trivial, for the wh61eworld is watch
, ingwhatwedo and hoW- wecondilct ours~lves.Just \ivhatkind of exa~nplewill
America's government set ,for the rest 'ofthe world? '
,'
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AMERICA'S DEATH PENALTY: JUST ANOTHER FORM OF VIOLENCE

Although the world changed on September 11,
firm conviction is that we must not allow acts of
te~orism to change our aspirations for a nonviolent
society and a lasting global peace. The terrorists, of
course, must be brought to justice, but on the home
tIom and abroad Americans must act to reduce vio
lence and human suffering, which are all too often a
roOt cause of violence. In other words, as we tighten
airport security and make the U.S. mail safe for
e\-eryone to use, we also must take concrete steps to
reduce gun crimes and poverty; to address the global
threat of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons;
an d to eliminate the use of land mines. The death
penalty - already abolished in Europe - needs to
be done away with as well.
ill' -

THE DEATH PENALTY IN A VIOLENT SOCIETY

Laden and terrorist networks around the globe can
not be allowed to continue to operate, anyone who
murders, rapes, stabs, or shoots someone must go to
prison after guilt is established. The whole purpose
of incarcerating criminals is, after all, to eliminate
the risk of future acts of violence in society at large.
What makes no sense to me is for a government
that already has a criminal in custody to use violence
- that is, the death penalty - to try to reduce vio
lence. Using capital punishment only sends the mis
guided message to members of society that killing
already-incarcerated criminals can somehow solve
the problem of violence in American life. Statistics
and history, in fact, show that just the opposite is
true; when the death penalty is used, it tends to bru
talize society, not make our lives any safer. While
American death-penalty laws may give some a false
sense of security, only incarcerating offenders and
taking steps to prevent violence will make us safer in
the end. Timothy McVeigh's execution did not put a
stop to acts of terrorism on American soil, just as
death penalty laws do not stop homicides in Dallas
or Houston and did not deter suicidal fanatics from
hijacking commercial airliners and killing thousands
of innocent people in a single
day.

"\VThile many people are sure to call for the death
W penalty's widespread use after the September
11 terrorist attacks, my own opposition to capital
punishment remains unchanged. For me, even in the
post-September 11 world, America's death penalty
continues to be just another form of violence in an
already too-violent society. The
problems with the death penal
ty - the conviction of the
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country. While the national homicide rate was 6.3
murders per 100,000 people in 1998, Minnesota's
rate that year was less than half that figure; in con
trast, active death-penalty states such as Texas and
Louisiana regularly have some of the country's high
est murder rates. I think anyone who fairly considers
the evidence should be extremely troubled by the fact
that, year after yeat; America's death-penalty states
have higher homicide rates than do non-death-penal
ty states, Obviously, many factors can affect a state's
homicide rate, However, these compelling statistics
- indeed, logic itself - compel the conclusion that
the death penalty is, at bottom, really nothing more
than part of a culture (still prevalent in many places)
that condones the use of violence.

EXECUTIONS OUT OF SIGHT

T

To further restrict public access to information
about executions, many states actually mandated by
law - as some still do - that executions take place
"before sunrise," The constitutionality of one of
these laws, dubbed by its contemporaries as the
"midnight assassination law," was upheld by the
Minnesota Supreme Court in 1907, That court ruled
that the "evident purpose of the act was to surround
the execution of criminals with as much secrecy as
possible, in order to avoid exciting an unwholesome
effect on the public mind." Executions " must rake
place before dawn, while the masses are at rest, " the
court held, to give effect to the law's "purpose of
avoiding publicity."
The modern-day contention by some that execu
tions deter crime better than life-without-parole sen
tences is thus totally at odds with both American
history and the facts. If executions were such a won
derful deterrent, why would the government choose
to hide them from public view and even pass laws to
prohibit the dissemination of news about them?

hat executions are brutalizing to American soci
ety was actually clear at least more than a centu
ry ago. Indeed, in the 1830s, American states began
moving executions out of public squares because of
Today, most American executions still receive
the general disorder that often prevailed at them,
very little media attention, with the exception of
This trend started in northeastern states and then
higher-profile ones such as Timothy McVeigh's. Of
gradually spread to all parts of the country. Midday
the 313 executions that were carried out in the
executions on the public commons were, over the
United States from 1977 to 1995, more than 82 per
next hundred years, gradually replaced by after-dark
cent of them actually took place between 11:00 P.M.
executions that, by the late
1930s, universally took place
'; ','
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events.
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Because civic leaders saw
public executions as corrupting morals, many states
even passed laws in the nineteenth century forbid
ding newspapers from printing any details of execu
tions. Public executions, it was recognized, often
drew pick-pockets and drunken spectators, and state
legislators concluded that if executions were creating
unintended consequences, so too were newspaper
accounts of hangings, Thus, in many locales such as
Arkansas, Minnesota, New York, and Virginia, only
the bare fact that a criminal was executed could be
printed or published. Any reporter who violated one
of these laws and described an execution in print
could be criminally prosecuted and jailed.

and 7:00 A.M., when most people are asleep. \ 1or""
than 50 percent of those executions took place
between midnight and 1:00 A.M., with laws in
Louisiana and Delaware specifically requiring .-=.:
executions take place between midnight and 3:
A.M. Because they are conducted in private,
American executions are, to most people, mer
abstractions, not tangible events that would seer::.
more real if they were broadcast on the ru a _ _
news. Ironically, while we see horrific film _on CNN of the Taliban executing a ci,-ili~ -
Afghan soccer stadium, American execu"': o~
out exception, remain hidden fro m ub'-,: 
_0 _
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The amount of violence in American society,
whether on the streets or as seen on prime-time tele
vision, is astonishing. We see hijacked planes piloted
into the World Trade Center and bursting into
flames; we see murder scenes with yellow police tape
on the evening news; and family-friendly television
programming often seems to be a rare commodity.
The media, acting under the guarantees of the First
Amendment, must be allowed to report and expose
acts of violence. However, the sheer amount of vio
lence we face does not mean that we should inject
even more violence into our lives by using the death
penalty. Indeed, everyone from parents to our
nation's lawmakers
must playa role in
shaping a better,
putting' n eedles
more nonviolent
_'< into , crl m in~ds who
future for our chil
dren.

Although executions are kept out of sight by state
legislators and the federal government, it must never
be forgotten that when a democratic government
takes a life, it does so on behalf of its citizens. The
United States of America is, after all, governed by
"We, the People." Our own elected representatives
pass death-penalty laws, ordinary Americans sit on
juries that impose death sentences, and the public's
money pays for lethal-injection machines and execu
tioners' salaries. What I find so troubling about the
death penalty is that our most valued democratic
institutions (the judiciary, the Congress and state leg
islatures, and the executive branch ) all sanction (and
are tainted by) the very same horrific
act - senseless killing - that we so
rightfully decry when terrorists or mur
Insle.ad
derers commit their crimes.
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World War II, for example, was fought to stop Nazi
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capital punishment for what it is: just another form
of violence in our society. Thus, as we grapple with
the thorny issues of how to bring heavily armed ter
rorists in Afghanistan to justice, America's domestic
political agenda cannot be allowed to stand still. The
abolition of America's death penalty is, in fact, one
way already within our grasp to reduce violence.
Instead of putting needles into criminals who are
brain-damaged, mentally retarded, or who do not
share our value for human life, our crime-fighting
efforts should focus on real solutions such as tougher
gun-control laws, stiffer penalties for violent offend
ers, better child-protection laws, and combating tru
ancy to keep kids in school and out of gangs.
In the final analysis, the death penalty does noth
ing more than validate the use of senseless violence,
which is not a wise or sensible thing to do in the first
place. As Martin Luther King, Jr., warned: "The ulti

.

mate weakness of violence is that it is a descending
spiral, begetting the very thing it seeks to destroy."
America's death penalty, inflicted after murders have
already been committed, only creates more violence
and represents yet another roadblock that we must
dismantle if we are ever to realize King's dream of a
nonviolent society based on the principles of equality
and respect for human life.

John Bessler is an attorney and an adjunct professor of
law at the University of Minnesota Law School. He is
the author of Death in the Dark: Midnight Executions
in America, published by Northeastern University Press,
and Legacy of Violence: Lynch Mobs and Executions in
Minnesota, forthcoming from the University of
Minnesota Press.
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FIVE SUNDOWN SKIES IN AUGUST
,

'

(after David Wagoner)
1
A once-ago boy; sobbing, atop his sister;s
Grave - fing~rs, clawing the ground.

2

'
The old man, ,asleep oh the bo:atho~se porch" " "

.

A red & 'white bobber; jusr now, tuggedbeJow surface."

3

.

Golden ears of corn, plump & ,roa$ting or1 an open. fire. ,
Cows, huddled together, beneathwalnu~ bo,ughs.

4

','" " ,
Heat lightnin.g, emPtyin.g ov'e~lemon-gieen

,

Hayfields. Weather-beaten cross above a vi'ne-str~lflgled church.
S
'
\.A family ofAIi1i~6 walking th~ough heavens
Of dustclouds, swirling, frorh a passing Greyhound bus.

ROBERT NAZARENE
, Robert Na1<arene's poetry appears or is forthcoming in; The Beloit
Poetry Journal, Boulevard, Callaloo; Green Mbtintain Review"
Ploughshares, a,n d elsewhere. He is a graduate of the 'Georgetown
University SchQol 'pt. B\lsiness Administration and serves on the board of
.Tbe St. Louis Poetry' Center.
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